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During ERASMUS+ exchange in Timisoara for four and half months I have good experience with
romanian people and also with professors that I met at faculty of mechanical engineering. My
motivation to come here is to expand knowledge about plastic materials because faculty have
good equipment and second reason is to meet other students and tell them something about
Serbia. I met a lot of people from other countries and spent time with them. We had also
presentation of our country and we try to present in best way. Student for other university
organize events for all student who are in erasmus+ and we talk with other people, share our
opinion and have fun with them. Night life here is good, have a lot of places where students can go and
it's not so expensive for them. In complex thay have 22 dorms and all dorms are near each other, dorm
have everything you need good room, good kitchen, good laundry service and other stuff for students.
People from dorm are also nice with us and thay want to help us in every situation. Timisoara have big
shopping center with a lot of stuff and bars and it is very interesting for visitors also have good
restaurant with good food and some of restaurant make serbian food. I am first time here in Timisoara
and also first time in Romania, if someone ask me if I would like to vsit again Timisoara I will say yes of
course. Timisoara has river Bega which is full of boats in summer and you can get drive with boat, near
Begayou have bicycles lane and also lane for walking and in the evening you can see a lot of people how
walk near river or drive bicycles. Faculty are not far away from the dorm and thay have stadion for
playing football and lane for running. Faculty have many laboratory for different fields of study, I saw
laboratory for plastic materials and many equipment for plastic material. My work here was to do
master thesis in field of plastic materials and professor who was my mentor for that project show me
very interesting things about plastic materials in real time. I was also at visiting factory who make tools
for big company like Continental and thay show me how thay do that, it was interesting to see all stuff
for manufacture of tools and see all that machine and process. People who work there are also nice and
try to explain me some stuff on best way. My experience here are very good and I am satisfied with
work between professors and me and also satisfied with knowledge i get. I don't have bad experience
here in Timisoara, when I come back in Serbia I will tell my friends experience from here and I hope that
will improve exchange in the future. If in some case I have opportunity to come again in Timisoara or in
some other place in Romania I will accept

Sincerely, Sinisa Bojcetic
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